
 
APPLICATION NO: 13/01459/COU OFFICER: Mrs Wendy Hopkins 

DATE REGISTERED: 22nd August 2013 DATE OF EXPIRY : 17th October 2013 

WARD: Battledown PARISH: CHARLK 

APPLICANT: Ms J Cox 

LOCATION: Castle Dream Stud, Mill Lane, Charlton Kings 

PROPOSAL: Change of use of land for the permanent residential occupation by a traveller family. 
retention of day room, hardstanding, access, fencing, stables and use of associated 
land for keeping of horses 

 
 

REPRESENTATIONS 
 

Number of contributors  35 
Number of objections  26 
Number of representations 2 
Number of supporting  7 

 
   

24 Home Farm Court 
Greenway Lane 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL52 6LA 
 

 

Comments: 15th October 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
Comments: 27th December 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
   

Ham Green Cottages   
Ham Road 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL52 6ND 
 

 

Comments: 6th October 2013 
We wish to object most strongly to the "Change of use of land for the permanent residential 
occupation by a traveller family". 
 
There is still a year to run on the temporary occupation of the site as was granted on appeal. The 
conditions and restraints imposed by the appeal decision have not been met or adhered to and it 
is our view further planning approvals should not be considered or granted until all conditions of 
the appeal are met. 
 
It is noted that one condition required the "immediate vacation" of the site if any condition was 
broken. This should be in forced accordingly, since it is apparent that conditions have not been 
complied with. 
 



The description "traveller family" is too vague as it could imply a vast number of members of the 
family, leading to a detrimental situation for the A.N.O.B. whereby the site utilisation could rapidly 
expand out of control. 
 
Please reject this application in its entirety. 
 
   

118 Ryeworth Road 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL52 6LY 
 

 

Comments: 16th October 2013 
The AONB should be maintained for its agreed purpose and the benefit of all.  
 
Development by anyone should be resisted and the fact that this application is for the benefit of a 
traveller family is irrelevant. The law and planning law should be applied consistently. 
 
The proposal should be rejected as it contravenes the purpose of AONB status and the protection 
of the countryside and its amenities. 
 
Entrance to the site already constitutes a traffic hazard at times - on a narrow and winding 
country lane - further development (which approval will lead to) will worsen this position. 
 
The Council needs to consider the precedent which would be set if this proposal was agreed - 
since it would be required to apply the same principles when considering what will inevitably be 
further applications. 
 
Comments: 1st January 2014 
My objections to this application remain the same as those indicated to you on 16th October 2013 
and reference should be made to these when officers/Councillors are considering this revised 
application. 
 
I further object to the timing of this consultation - presented immediately prior to the Christmas 
holiday period (I received my letter from the Council on 23rd December) with a response deadline 
of the first working day following the New Year Bank Holiday. I doubt whether this timetable 
meets the requirements for an adequate period of consultation and would withstand what will be 
the inevitable external scrutiny should this application be allowed to proceed. 
 
   

1 The Orchards 
Glenfall Way 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL52 6BJ 
 

 

Comments: 9th October 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   



Stonecrop 
Ham Road 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL52 6NG 
 

 

Comments: 3rd October 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
   

8 Ham Close 
Cheltenham 
Glos 
GL52 6NP 
 

 

Comments: 3rd October 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
Comments: 30th December 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
   

Millcroft 
Mill Lane 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL54 4EP 
 

 

Comments: 8th October 2013 
I am writing to object to the application 13/01459/COU, Castle Dream Stud, Mill Lane, GL54 4EP 
for permanent occupation.  This site is in an AONB and the work done there during the temporary 
permission period has already significantly changed the landscape in a detrimental way.  The 
rural feel of the property which enhanced the beauty of the countryside now appears quite 
urbanised. There are more caravans there than permitted and there are no longer any horses, 
nor have there been for about 18 months.  I hope that the planners will reject the application for 
permanent residency in order to protect this property in the AONB in keeping with the National 
Planning Policy. 
 
   

Court Barn 
Ham Road 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL52 6ND 
 

 

Comments: 8th October 2013 
We object to the change of use of the land for permanent residential occupation at Castle Dream 
Stud, Mill Lane, Charlton Kings for the following reasons: 
 
1. The Appeal Inspector's Conclusions have been disregarded 
Most importantly, the current application questions the Appeal Inspector's judgement (of 6th 
September 2011) on the fair treatment of gypsies. It also calls into question the Borough's 
environmental concerns. We would refer back to his arguments. 
 



2. The adverse effects on the AONB 
The Borough Council has a long record of consistently defending the AONB against planning 
applications likely to harm it. Why on earth should this change now. The Inspector commented on 
the adverse effects of the gypsy site on the AONB and if permanent permission is given now it 
will remove any chance of the site being returned to its original state as required by the Inspector. 
The AONB is still strongly protected in the new National Planning Policy Framework which has 
the highest status of protection in relation to landscape and scenic beauty. It is very difficult to 
see how the AONB can be anything but harmed if the application is allowed to go through. 
 
3. Significant adverse changes are proposed to the Inspector's conditions 
The current application is for a permanent residential occupation for a traveller family.  
Previously, the Inspector gave temporary permission specifically for Mr and Mrs Cox and any of 
their dependents. Moreover at the time of the Appeal the need to look after their horses was an 
important factor in the decision although I understand the horses are no longer there.  So the 
current application will significantly widen the scope of who can occupy the land from one specific 
family to any traveller family who happens to fancy it.  How is this justified?? 
 
We therefore trust that the application will be declined. 
 
Comments: 27th December 2013 
RE: Change of use of land etc at Castle Dream Stud Mill Lane Charlton Kings. 
 
We are writing in response to Tracey Crew's letter of 19th December 2013. We object to the 
change of use of the land for permanent residential occupation at Castle Dream Stud, Mill Lane, 
Charlton Kings for the following reasons: (representation of 8th October – see above - repeated) 
 
 

Old Ham House 
Ham Road 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL52 6ND 
 

 

Comments: 8th October 2013 
I am writing to object to the application to make the Mill Lane "Castle Dream Stud" site 
permanent. This area of outstanding natural beauty has become very urbanised since temporary 
permission for residential occupation was granted. Permission for a permanent site should not be 
given as it contravenes the new National Planning Policy Framework which states "great weight 
should be given conserving landscape and scenic beauty in areas of outstanding natural beauty". 
However tidy the site is, it is a far cry from the natural beautiful field which existed there before. 
 
Temporary permission was granted to enable Mr and Mrs Cox to live alongside their horses. Mrs 
Cox now lives there alone and there have been no horses on the site for over a year. 
 
Granting permanent permission will set another precedent, and it will become increasingly difficult 
to prevent similar developments in the fields in the Mill Lane and Ham area, thus slowly eroding 
the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Bredons 
Harp Hill 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL52 6PR 
 

 

Comments: 8th October 2013 
I am writing with regard to the above Planning Application. 
 
As far as I can see, all the arguments, both for and against the application, have already been 
well rehearsed. 
 
The terms of the previous application are already in breach in that there is no evidence of horses 
being maintained on the site which was the reason for the family wanting to live there. 
 
It would seem to me that the Council ultimately has to decide whether to stick to its already 
considered decision or to yield yet further ground in the face of persistent re-applications targeted 
at ever widening the scope of previously reached decisions.   
 
With the last reached decision still having nearly a year still to run, during which time a JCS 
decision could well be reached on a more suitable long term site, this latest application is not 
appropriate at the moment. 
 
Whatever the decision ultimately reached, it should be seen to be compatible with existing 
guidelines and to be fair by the general public, the vast majority of whom toe the line because the 
rule of the land is applied fairly. 
 
   

14 Pembridge Close 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL52 6XY 
 

 

Comments: 8th October 2013 
I am writing to object to the above application mainly because of the adverse effects on the 
Cotswold Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty in which it lies. 
 
Areas of outstanding Natural Beauty are meant to be protected areas. There is not only no 
advantage to the AONB to have this made a residential site, there is evidence of its development 
in this way being detrimental to its surroundings. Mr and Mrs Cox have been granted permission 
to use the land for country pursuits including breeding horses. I see no evidence of horses but 
more hardstanding and a heavily boarded garden fence have recently been established, hiding 
the field that previously existed and creating an urban look to the lane. 
 
One of the conditions of temporary permission was that the site be returned to its original state at 
the end of the 3 year period. The inspector acknowledged the change of use had already caused 
visual harm for the AONB. I cannot believe that the planning committee can in all seriousness 
accept further harm. There was mention in the appeal that while temporary permission was in 
place an alternative site less harmful to the green environment might be found for permanent 
residential use. 
 
Other locations in the AONB nearby have been refused permission for residential development. I 
cannot see why this case should be given special treatment when nothing of benefit is to be 
contributed to the area. This would be riding roughshod over the planning laws and 
recommendations. 



 
Regarding the Inspector's conditions of the last appeal, temporary permission was given to Mr 
and Mrs Cox and dependants solely, not to any traveller family.  
 
The inspector stated:  'When the land ceases to be occupied by those named in the conditions, 
the use permitted shall hereby cease and the land shall be restored to its condition before the 
development took place.' 
 
This suggests to me that the status of the permission should remain temporary. Besides, the 
temporary permission is valid until September 2014, almost a year from now, so there is no hurry 
to renew it. A permanent residential building would negate this condition. 
 
The current application shows 3 caravans. The original condition, number 4, allowed for 1 static 
caravan and 1 touring. This was seen as sufficient for one family and would minimise the visual 
damage to the site. 
 
The day room allowed by the last permission has not been built but the new application shows a 
structure which looks like a bungalow so not only is permanent residence asked for but also, 
perhaps, a permanent home. I object to the site being given permanent residential status as 
historically it has not been allowed for very good reasons. The building agreed upon was for the 
upkeep of horses, not as a home. 
 
I ask the Borough to dismiss the application and uphold the present conditions and temporary 
permission. To do the opposite would be to disregard the Appeal Inspector's conclusions of 6th 
September, 2011. I see no good reasons to do so. 
 
Comments: 31st December 2013 
I am writing to object to the above application mainly because of the adverse effects on the 
Cotswold Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty in which it lies. The Cotswold A. O. N. B. is 
Gloucestershire's greatest asset attracting people to the area for recreation and to live. Protection 
of the A. O. N. B. is vital to maintain the character of this beautiful part of the country, and for the 
maintenance of Cheltenham's economy.  
 
[Areas of outstanding Natural Beauty are meant to be protected areas...The building agreed upon 
was for the upkeep of horses, not as a home – as above] 
 
I ask the Borough to dismiss the application and uphold the present conditions prescribed by the 
Inspector, two caravans, for the Cox family only and a temporary day room, with temporary 
permission to remain on the land, using it for agricultural purposes. I object to retrospective 
permission being given to the urban fencing or any other change which harms the natural beauty 
of the land. I also oppose any structure being given permanent permission as such development 
would not enhance the site. Development in the A.O.N.B. is to be of benefit to its location or it 
must not be allowed if we are to preserve the integrity of this very special region. The Appeal 
Inspector's conclusions of 6th September, 2011 do seem to recognise this and his 
recommendations should be followed. 
 
  

Court Lodge 
Ham Road 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL52 6ND 
 

 

Comments: 8th October 2013 
Letter attached. 
 



 
Comments: 19th November 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
Comments: 23rd December 2013 
Castle Dream Stud, Mill Lane, Charlton Kings: Change of use of the land for permanent 
residential occupation Planning Ref 13/01459/COU 
 
I have received Tracey Crews' letter of 19th December 2013 with information about revised 
drawings relating to unauthorised changes to the stable blocks at Mill Lane. 
 
IF these changes were installed in lieu of constructing a permanent day room, and IF the 
plumbing arrangements are to Building Regs approval, - and only IF - it might be reasonable to 
permit the developments as part of the temporary permission even although they are in breach of 
the Inspectors Conditions.  
 
 I note from a communication with Councillor Wall that the Borough may be minded to extend the 
temporary permission rather than grant a permanent permission while the JCS evolves. I would 
support this IF the Inspector's original conditions are carried forward intact (with the possible 
variation noted in paragraph 2) and that the permission continues to be a personal permission to 
Mrs Cox for a maximum of 2 caravans allowed on the site. 
 
As I note from the letter of the 19th that the wording of the application has not changed I repeat 
my earlier objections in case they will be discounted if I do not respond fully to the revised 
application. 
 
I still object to the above application on the following grounds. 
 
1 Disregard of Appeal Inspector's conclusions: decision dated 6 September 2011 
The current application calls into question the Appeal Inspector's expert balanced judgment on 
fair treatment of the gypsies and of the Borough's environmental concerns. After all the work and 
time involved I object to the fact that his decision may be about to be ignored surely a serious 
matter - and would draw his arguments back to your attention. 
 
2 Change of use is premature 
I believe that the current application is premature.  Mrs Cox has temporary permission until 
September 2014 and so is secure until then.  The Inspector in his paragraph 37 considered this 
to be 'appropriate and reasonable until such times as less harmful, alternative sites may be 
identified and brought forward through the JCS process'.  This process is ongoing at this very 
moment but has not yet gone out either to informal or to formal consultation. 
 
3   Adverse effects on AONB 
I object to a permanent permission being granted now, as Cheltenham will lose any chance that 
the site may be returned to its original state at the end of the three year period as conditioned by 
the Inspector (his Conditions 2 & 3).  
 
It also seems incomprehensible to me for the Borough to throw in the sponge at this late stage 
after all its efforts to give the 'great weight to conserving landscape and scenic beauty in . . . 
Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, which have the highest status of protection . . .' (NPPF 
Paragraph 115.) 
 
You will recall that the Borough Council over the years and at considerable cost has consistently 
defended the field in question against planning applications likely to harm the natural beauty of 
this part of the Borough's green setting, even going to Appeal twice.  
 
At the first Appeal a member of the settled community with apparently with no special Human 
Rights was refused permission on AONB grounds for a similar development on the land.   



 
At the second, though granting a temporary retrospective permission to Mr and Mrs Cox as 
travellers with special Human Rights, our Inspector recognised the adverse effects of the gypsy 
site upon the AONB in his Overall Conclusion: 
 
Paragraph 35: . . . 'I have also found that the change of use to Gypsy and Traveller site has 
resulted in, and would cause further visual harm, to the AONB'. 
 
This harm is denied by the Applicant's agent, but it seems to me that caravans, large areas of 
sterile hardstanding, garden fencing and suburban entrance features are not an adequate 
replacement for the pond, willow trees and green grass that pre-existed the encampment.  
 
4 Proposed adverse changes to Inspector's conditions 
As mentioned, to limit the harm, conditions were placed on the temporary permission. I object to 
the fact that the current application would appear to do away with the following. 
 
a) The current application wording is for permanent residential occupation by a (therefore non-
 specific) traveller family.  The temporary permission given by the Inspector was a  
 PERSONAL permission to Mr & Mrs Cox and 'any resident dependants' then, two teenage 
 sons. (Inspector’s Condition 2). At the time of the Appeal their need to look after their 
 horses on their land played a large part in influencing the decision though the 24/7 horse 
 care seems to have come to an end some 18 months ago with the departure of the horses.  
 
 A traveller family leaves interpretation wide open for it to apply to any old family who would 
 not necessarily have the urgent valid reason for living here as the Coxes did initially.  
 
 I object that it also supersedes the Inspector's Condition 3:  
 
 'When the land ceases to be occupied by those named in condition 2 the use permitted 
 shall hereby cease . . . and the land shall be restored to its condition before the 
 development took place.' 
 
b) The current application drawing shows three caravans (unspecified but drawn all the same 
 size).  
 The Inspector's Condition 4 states that only two caravans, one static caravan and one 
 touring, 'shall be stationed on the site at any one time', this to reduce the adverse visual 
 impact and considered adequate to house the dependent family. (I note that, according to 
 the Office for National Statistics, 'dependant family' means children under 16, or those 16-
 18 in full-time education. A 'child' with a partner and/or offspring is not a dependant.)  
 
5  Objection to a permanent day room at this stage 
The current application mentions 'retention' of the dayroom. I do not believe that it has been 
constructed yet. There is a claim that the Borough has approved the design and materials - again 
I do not believe this to be the case, though, in approving the application as a whole, the very 
permanent almost bungalow-sized render-and-tile structure shown in the drawing will presumably 
also be permitted (8.3m x 6.6m x 4m high).  I object to this permanent feature being allowed while 
there is any question about the site's permanence. 
 
The Inspector, while suggesting a timber construction to match the stables, recognised the 
problem and stated that 'the proposal would add to the overall quantum of development on site. It 
would also formalise its use for residential purposes and result in the introduction of domestic 
paraphernalia . . . ' 
 
Conclusion 
I do hope that the Borough will dismiss the application, honour the Inspector's decision (and 
conditions) and reaffirm the temporary permission until September 2014. * 
 



*I should be anxious in the extreme if I thought that permanent permission might be given just to 
boost the JCS supply of sites: I hope that you can confirm that this is not the case. 
 
   

3 Natton Cottages 
Ham Lane 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL52 6NJ 
 

 

Comments: 8th October 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
Comments: 6th January 2014 
Letter attached. 
 
   

69 Ryeworth Road 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL52 6LS 
 

 

Comments: 8th October 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
   

Piccadilly Farm 
Agg Hill 
Cheltenham 
Glos 
GL54 4ET 
 

 

Comments: 8th October 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
   

67B Ryeworth Road 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL52 6LS 
 

 

Comments: 8th October 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
   

20 Ham Close 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL52 6NP 
 

 

Comments: 8th October 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
   



Ryeworth Inn 
60 Ryeworth Road 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL52 6LT 
 

 

Comments: 8th October 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
   

5 Ham Close 
Cheltenham 
GL52 6NP 
 

 

Comments: 25th September 2013 
I would like to make a few points about this application. My address is 5 Ham Close, GL52 6NP.  
 
My main concern is for the AONB and that any application for a house or bungalow would 
properly be refused and I believe a permanent traveller occupation would have the same effect 
on the AONB.  No doubt we all 'saw this coming' and I feel that travellers have an equal right to 
somewhere to live just as we all do - but this is the point - we should all be subject to the same 
rules and give the same care to our threatened natural environment. Surely this is an attempt to 
build now and possibly more in the future on an unspoilt part of a beautiful land and fields area.  
 
I believe the application is for any traveller family, not just for Mr and Mrs Cox as in the original 
grant - a subtle but very important new aspect.   
 
Regarding 'stables' I think there have been no horses there for the last 18 months!! This suggests 
the main application is for permanent occupation in which case the amount of land, in absence of 
horses, need not be so large and not be on the AONB!  Perhaps a more suitable site can be 
found. Again, the application is for 3 trailers - a significant increase on the original - and would 
have greater impact on the environment, access traffic and road usage. The application for a day 
room, a permanent bungalow structure, would surely be refused if part of a normal bungalow on 
this site. The 3-bay stable proposed is also unclear.  Past experiences might be a guide as to 
what might happen some few years into the future if permission were granted.  
 
Please protect the AONB.  
 
   

16 Ham Close 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL52 6NP 
 

 

Comments: 25th September 2013 
I wish to oppose in the strongest possible terms the above application. 
 
The previous temporary permission, was given on the basis of the owners needing a day room 
and other facilities to be on the site all day on account of their horse breeding activities, which 
purported to be their main source of income. 
 
I understand that there have been no horses of the site for the past 18 months. 
 



It follows that all justification for the special privileges afforded to date has evaporated, not to 
speak of the attempts to further extend and make permanent with the fresh Application the 
exceptional and advantageous treatment accorded the Coxes. 
 
The raison d'être for the original temporary concessions having been proven to be absent during 
the last 18 months, far from their being any justification for extending the exceptional privileges as 
per the new application, there would be every reason to terminate forthwith the current temporary 
permission. 
 
 It is is fundamentally undemocratic that a section of society can ride roughshod ( quite literally) 
over the planning regulations by playing up "a traditional way of life", which they are not 
exercising and which in all probability has lost its economic basis for the foreseeable future. I 
have every sympathy for preserving a traditional Romany life-style, where this is genuine and 
sustainable, but no sympathy whatsoever for it being used as a pretext to obtain quite exceptional 
advantages, without the posited life-style subsequently being exercised. 
 
Furthermore, I wish to state that I unreservedly support the other arguments being submitted by 
other members of the Ham Residents Association. 
 
   

23 Ham Close 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL52 6NP 
 

 

Comments: 1st October 2013 
I wish to raise my objection to the premature application by Mrs Cox to have the temporary site 
changed to a permanent site. The original application was granted because Mr & Mrs Cox had 
nowhere else to go and wished to be by their horses, which were for breeding purposes. To my 
knowledge there have been no horses there for 12 months. The temporary permission was for Mr 
& Mrs Cox, not for a whole gypsy family, which is the case now. The AONB has already been 
invaded by this original application. On completion of the temporary permission - September 
2014 - the site should be returned to its natural state. I fear however with the weak planning office 
we have in Cheltenham that the Cox family will once again overrule the AONB  regulations. 
  
I would appreciate your comments. 
 
Comments: 27th December 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
   

1 The Orchards 
Glenfall Way 
Charlton Kings Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL52 6BJ 
 

 

Comments: 23rd December 2013 
I have previously objected to the approval granted, and object to this change. The comments 
supplied by the residents of Court Lodge (Ham Road) and 14 Pembridge Close perfectly 
summarise the many reasons for refusing the original application. Given the unauthorised 
changes already reported and the need to protect the AONB, the change of use should not be 
approved. 
 
 
   



Wadleys Farm 
Ham Lane 
Charlton Kings 
GL52 6NJ 

 

Comments: 2nd October 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
Comments: 3rd January 2014 
Letter attached. 
 
   

Wadleys Farm 
Ham Lane 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
GL52 6NJ 
 

 

Comments: 2nd October 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
Comments: 2nd January 2014 
Letter attached. 
 
   

2 Nursery Cottages 
Ham Lane 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
GL52 6NJ 
 

 

Comments: 2nd October 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
   

Hamfield House 
Ham Road 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL52 6NG 
 

 

Comments: 7th October 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
Comments: 2nd January 2014 
Letter attached. 
 
   

Ham Hill South 
Ham Road 
Cheltenham 
GL54 4EZ 

 

Comments: 26th September 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
 
   



Hamfield House 
Ham Road 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL52 6NG 
 

 

Comments: 7th October 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
Comments: 30th December 2013 
I am sending this letter in response to the revised plans advised in Tracey Crews' letter of 19th 
December 2013. 
 
There is a long history of attempts to change the use of this site away from agricultural use, most 
recently after Mr and Mrs Cox started residing at the site.  Following an Appeal which was 
decided in 2011, they were given temporary permission to continue residence at the site until 
September 2014, as set out in APP/B1605/C/11/2149107 and 2149171 dated 6 September 2011. 
In reaching his decision, the Planning Inspector concluded that: the change of use to a Gypsy 
and Traveller site has resulted in, and would cause further visual harm, to the AONB. This is 
contrary to established local development plan policies and national planning policy advice and 
guidance and is sufficient reason not to grant a permanent permission.  His reason for giving 
permission on a temporary basis was the lack of sites allocated for gypsies and travellers.  
Permission was given, therefore, until such times as less harmful, alternative sites may be 
identified and brought forward through the JCS process.  The Inspector imposed a number of 
conditions to ameliorate the harm, many of which have yet to be undertaken of fulfilled.   
 
I am writing to Object to this present application, for the following reasons: 
 
1. The fundamental reasons against change to residential use remain as follows: 
 
a. The site lies in the Cotswold AONB.  The National Planning Policy Framework. Paragraph 

115 states: 'Great weight should be given to conserving landscape and scenic beauty in 
National Parks, the Broads and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, which have the 
highest status of protection in relation to landscape and scenic beauty.'  Although the site is 
screened from Mill Lane, it is highly visible from the public footpath from Hewletts Reservoir 
to Northfield farm, which I use on a frequent basis. 

 
b. Although the location is near to Cheltenham, it is outside the principal urban area of the 

town and away from any area that has been either allocated or proposed for any urban 
extension.   

 
c. The site is rural and isolated and not close to other dwellings. 
   
d. There are several other areas of land in the AONB in the vicinity which are used for grazing 

horses and which have associated stabling similar to that at the present site.  Should 
permission be given for permanent change of use in the present case, a precedent would 
have been set, making it difficult to resist proposals for change of use at any of these other 
sites, causing yet further damage to the AONB. 

 
2. The reasons why the temporary change of use should not be made permanent are: 
 
a. The underlying reasons at 1. above have not changed.  The damage to the AONB is 

evident from an inspection of the site and would be made worse by the erection of a 
permanent building.  These more than outway any 'improvements' made by the residents. 

 



b. A principal reason for the Planning Inspector giving temporary permission was that he 
expected permanent sites for gypsies and travellers to be allocated under the Joint Core 
Strategy for Gloucester, Cheltenham and Tewkesbury.  The JCS team are currently 
undertaking a consultation process to determine the availability of gypsy and traveller sites 
in area.  Until this has been undertaken and an allocation made it would be premature and 
prejudicial to make the present site a permanent one. 

 
c. The circumstances under which the existing temporary permission was given have 

changed.  In particular, Mr Cox is no longer in residence and the site is no longer being 
used for the keeping and breeding of horses.  For at least the past 18 months, there have 
been no horses on the site, which is now mainly used for grazing sheep (not an established 
gypsy lifestyle). 

 
d. A precedent would have been set, encouraging further gypsy and traveller settlements in 

the AONB.  There is currently a similar case in progress at Coberley in Cotswold District. 
 
I therefore urge the Planning Authority to refuse this application.  Please advise me of the 
outcome. 
 
   

2 Ham Close 
Cheltenham 
Glos 
GL52 6NP 
 

 

Comments: 4th October 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
   

63 Kempton Grove 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL51 0JU 
 

 

Comments: 10th October 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
   

Glenfall Lodge 
Mill Lane 
Charlton Kings 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL54 4EP 
 

 

Comments: 30th September 2013 
Dear Sirs, I have written in to you my view points regarding this planning application. I have just 
been informed that my letter has not arrived. I therefore would like to pass comments through this 
e-mail. I have no objections to this application. Since Mrs Cox moved to the site, she has 
improved every aspect of this field. The entrance, fencing and the overall appearance of this field 
has vastly improved since her arrival. She is also a good neighbour. Prior to her arrival the area 
was untidy and unsightly. From an AONB perspective I feel this area is now much improved. 
 
   
 
 
 



Ham Stud 
Ham Road 
Charlton Kings Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL52 6ND 

 

 
Comments: 3rd October 2013 
I object to the application to make this a permanent site for travellers for the following reasons: 
 
Since temporary planning permission for 3 years was granted, for the applicants’ personal use 
only, some of the conditions of this planning have not been adhered to. 
 
a. There have not been any horses on the site for the past eighteen months. The application 

was originally granted so that someone was on site to look after the stock. 
 
b. A further static caravan was moved onto the site without permission, although this has now 

been removed. 
 
c. Domestic waste from an inefficient septic tank is still being discharged onto the highway. 
 
d. I am also lead to believe that criminal activities have been carried out from this site (as stated 

in the local press) 
 
My other serious concern is the change of use from a temporary Traveller site to a permanent 
Traveller site in an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. This could have the potential for 
extension in the future, especially if the conditions of the applicants’ personal use, and other 
conditions imposed by the Planning Inspector, were not adhered to. 
 
Therefore, due to the blatant disregard of the planning conditions, the temporary permission 
should now be suspended and the site returned to its original condition, including the pond, land 
drainage ditches etc, which have been filled in without any consultation. 
 
Comments: 2nd January 2014 
Letter attached. 
 
   

The Willows 
Ham Square 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL52 6NF 
 

 

Comments: 7th October 2013 
This is inappropriate development in the AONB and should not be allowed permanently. Note the 
application no longer refers to the Cox family which means the need to be on site for the 
horses(which are no longer there) is no longer a valid argument for the permanent or temporary 
need for caravans in the AONB. The temporary application still has another year to run, this 
application is premature perhaps because another more suitable site less harmful to the AONB 
may be found by Sept 2014. If this allowed the number of caravans should be restricted to one. 
 
Comments: 2nd January 2014 
Please refer to our previous comments in October, we object to the application as it is detrimental 
to the visual impact of the AONB & should not be allowed to become permanent. If any 
permission has to be granted it should be temporary only, & for less caravans. It is concerning 
that unauthorised work has already been carried out with disregard for the conditions, this should 
mean that the proposed original dayroom now should not be built. The application does not seem 



to be specific to the Coxes any more. Please refuse this application & maintain our precious 
AONB. 
 
   

25 Home Farm Court 
Greenway Lane 
Charlton Kings 
GL52 6LA 
 

 

Comments: 7th October 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
Comments: 27th December 2013 
Letter attached. 
 
   

21 Thames Road 
Whaddon 
Cheltenham 
GL52 5PU 
 

 

Comments: 7th October 2013 
Letter attached. 
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